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FACULTY NEWS
Finger movements during the first 8 days of practice.
Dr. Laura Stambaugh presented three research sessions at the National Music
Research and Teacher Education Conference, February 25-27. They included a
collaboration with Dr. Carolyn Bryan (Saxophone) that showed using color to mark
articulations can increase performance accuracy; an investigation about error
detection that showed pre-service teachers' ability to detect melodic and rhythmic
errors are moderately related; and, using motion capture technology, how fine motor
skills refine during the first days of learning to play a woodwind instrument.
Percussion faculty members Dr. Stephen Primatic and Dr. Matt
Fallinperformed with the Savannah Philharmonic on March 11, 2021 in a
percussion-focused concert titled "Rollercoaster of Rhythm." The sold-out event
featured arrangements by Dr. Primatic.
GUEST ARTIST
https://youtu.be/_0KLeVVfs6I
Holland Hopson is a sound and media artist, composer and improviser. A multi-
instrumentalist, he usually performs on clawhammer banjo and electronics. Holland
often augments his instruments with custom-designed sensor interfaces and
performs with his own highly responsive, interactive computer programs. Holland
has performed in Australia, Europe and North America along with notable
experimental and outsider musicians such as Macarthur Genius Award winners
Anthony Braxton and George Lewis, live electronics pioneer David Behrman, sonic
meditator Pauline Oliveros, mutanttrumpeter Ben Neill, network music trailblazer Tim
Perkis, free-improv innovators LaDonna Smith and Davey Williams, and others. 
https://youtu.be/1pbSJYaFzoM
Lauren Hayes presented her research on enacting performance environments as
part of the Music Technology Guest Lecture series.
Lauren Hayes is a musician, improviser, and sound artist who builds and performs
with hybrid analogue/digital instruments. She is Assistant Professor of Sound
Studies within the School of Arts, Media and Engineering at Arizona State University






GRETSCH SCHOOL OF MUSIC
The Fred and Dinah Gretsch School of Music embraces the legacy of a century of
music-making at Georgia Southern University. We need you to be a part of the
continuation and expansion of this tradition of excellence.
You can support the faculty, students, staff, and mission of the Gretsch School of
Music with your gift by visiting the Georgia Southern Foundation
(https://advancement.georgiasouthern.edu/giving/) and designating your gift for
Fund GS0077 (Fred and Dinah Gretsch School of Music).
The faculty, staff, and students of the Fred and Dinah Gretsch School of Music thank
you!
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